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Business Education 

 

 
Curriculum Framework 

 

Grades  9 - 12 
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Philosophy of Business Education 

 

Campbell High School’s philosophy of business education is that every student needs to develop 

the skills necessary to become an educated consumer, have employment seeking and keeping 

expertise, and appreciate the benefits of positive human relations. Further, students should be 

equipped with the knowledge and technological skills necessary for success in post-secondary 

education or for use in a competitive 21st century workforce. 

Goals of Business Education: 

1. Facilitate and encourage time management, leadership and personal development.  

2. Encourage students to become members of the National Youth Organization-Future 

Business Leaders of America.  

3. Encourage intelligent consumer related decision making.  

4. Develop emotional intelligence important to interpersonal skills necessary to function 

effectively in the business world. 

5. Recognize the importance of entrepreneurship in today’s global society.  

6. Develop employment skills for individual career paths.  

7. Foster a desire for continual learning, study and growth in a business field.  

8. Manage personal finances and business affairs independently.  

9. Understand that business has ethical and social responsibilities in society.  

10. Understand that our economy is global. 

  

 

 

Committee 

 

Dana Bourassa-Business Education Teacher/FBLA Advisor 

Dr. Julie Heon, Director of Curriculum and Instruction 
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Instructional Practices for Business Education 

 

 

Instruction will consider the individual needs of students. 

Instruction will address various learning styles of students. 

Instruction will provide opportunities for students to revisit related prior learning in order 
to build upon concepts, skills and knowledge. 

Instruction incorporates cross content skills and technology into lessons. Concepts, 

processes and materials support student cognitive growth and creativity.  

Students have the opportunity to work collaboratively. Problem solving and logic is 
encouraged and exhibited through exploration and discussion.  

Real-world learning through the case study method will be woven throughout curriculum. 

Students will use technology daily for presentations, research and word processing.  

Students will be evaluated by tests, quizzes and projects. Students will take a mid-term 
exam or a final exam. School policy will be followed for both mid-terms and final exams.  

Reading and writing shall conform to the College and Career Ready literacy standards. (see 
Appendix). 
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Accounting I 

 

Competency:  Apply appropriate accounting strategies for a proprietorship.  

Indicators:  

 Analyze and apply the “Accounting Equation” to daily transactions. 

 

 Analyze how daily transactions affect service business accounts. 

 

 Evaluate the relationship between debits and credits. 

 

Competency:  Apply appropriate accounting strategies for a corporation.  

Indicators:  

 

 Create Accounting Journals critical to corporation’s financial history. 

 

 Create Income Statement and Balance Sheet to determine current financial status of 

corporation. 

 

 Explain financial statement’s positive and negative impact to stakeholders in 

corporation.  

 

Competency: Analyze adjustments for collectible and uncollectible accounts. 

Indicators:  

 

 Analyze the percentage of accounts that were uncollectable for a fiscal period. 

 

 Analyze and journal an adjustment for an uncollectible account.  

 

 Estimate and record uncollectible accounts expense. 

 



Accounting II 
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Accounting II 

 

Competency:  Apply Appropriate accounting strategies for case studies. 

Indicators:  

 Analyze accounting cases to solve 21st century business issues. 

 

 Compare case studies to current events in the business world. 

 

  Create a case study with model answer for peers to analyze and solve. 

 

Competency:  Create a business plan for a corporation. 

Indicators:  

 Be able to explain the seven steps in a business plan. 

 

 Summarize both financial statement’s impact on a business plan. 

 

 Explain how banks and other lending institutions use a business plan to determine credit 

worthiness.  

 

 

Competency: Create a business plan for the school-based enterprise store. 

Indicators:  

 Analyze daily sales transactions expenses and explain importance to student/employees 

of SBE-store. 

 

 Evaluate strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to the SBE. 

 

Competency:  Evaluate sales and inventory of the school-based enterprise store. 

Indicators: 

 Create daily deposit slips for store sales. 

 

 Analyze inventory sheets to determine sales. 

 

 Evaluate inventory taken by others to determine need for price point reductions.  

 

 



Marketing I 
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Marketing I 

 

Competency:  Analyze how products and services are distributed to consumers. 

Indicators:  

 Explain the 4-P’s of marketing: Planning, Pricing, Place and Promotion. 

 

 Explain the marketing principle of “Utility” for distribution purposes. 

 

 Apply psychology of price points. 

 

Competency:  Apply appropriate marketing strategies to case studies. 

Indicators:  

 Analyze 21st century marketing cases. 

 

 Compare case studies to current marketing issues. 

 

 Create a marketing case study with model answer for peers to analyze and solve. 

 

Competency: Evaluate the application of various marketing strategies. 

Indicators:  

 Explain the Product Life Cycle. 

 

 Evaluate the evolution of a product. 

 

 Critique Branding and the Branding process to include “Brand You.” 



Personal Finance 
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Marketing II 

 

Competency: Apply research in marketing solutions.  

Indicators:   

 Analyze different methods of data collection, attitude (opinions, Gallup poles etc.), 

media, product and test marketing research. 

 

 Apply secondary data to solve marketing issues. 

 

 Create a survey to obtain primary (new) data to solve a marketing issue.  

 

Competency: Evaluate risk management as it applies to a business. 

Indicators: 

 Explain the importance of insurance. 

 Compare different types of insurance. 

 Create an insurance portfolio for a business. 

 

Competency: Evaluate marketing solutions. 

Indicators:  

 Analyze complex 21st century marketing case studies. 

 Analyze historical case studies in light of current marketing issues. 

 Create a case study with a model answer for peers to analyze and solve.  
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Personal Finance 

 

 

Competency:  Apply appropriate strategies of personal finance. 

Indicators:  

 Self-assess personal and career plans using SMART goals.  

 

 Explain safe and proper usage of credit cards. 

 

 Synthesize information from research tools such as consumer report, Kelly Blue Book 

and other internet based resources to purchase goods and services.  

 

 Analyze consumer warranties and guarantees.  

 

Competency: Create a plan for personal financial independence.   

Indicators:  

 Identify personal Cash Wasters (e.g., carry lunch to work vs. eating at restaurant daily.) 

 

 Apply basic equations for investing and wealth building at a young age.  

 

 Explain the advantages of paying cash for consumer goods, verses using credit cards.   

 

Competency: Evaluate various personal finance plans. 

Indicators:  

 Compare and contrast the positive and negatives of student loan debt. 

 

 Analyze savings plans such as annuities, 403b accounts and mutual funds. 

 

 Explain the “pay yourself first” method of saving and investing. 



School-based Enterprise 
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School-based Enterprise 

 

Competency:  Apply visual merchandising skills.  

Indicators:  

 Select appropriate seasonal display materials. 

 

 Create and construct eye-catching displays. 

 

 Evaluate displays for potential to attract attention. 

 

Competency:  Create point of purchase displays. 

Indicators:  

 Construct point of purchase displays to facilitate consumer purchases.  

 

 Create suggestion selling place like items next to each other.  

 

 Organize sizes of all clothing on display for easy selection by consumers.  

 

Competency:  Perform cash register operation and making change. 

Indicators:  

 Explain all function of computerized cash register. 

 

 Demonstrate appropriate change return using register amount and count forward. 

 

 Incorporate human relations skills with cash register operation and making change.  

 

 Create cash register drawer, using industry standards. 

 

Competency: Analyze sales and inventory 

 Calculate physical inventories.  

 

 Explain the concept that sales and inventory levels are a relationship. 

 

 Evaluate future buying by comparing inventory histories. 

 

 


















